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Brief | Business Card 

    
    
The Purpose:  
The purpose of the design of this business card is to convey a fun, playful, yet 
professional feeling. The teal and orange color choices compliment each other in a way 
that is appealing to the eye. This design also matches directly with the theme that is 
placed on Katelynn’s online portfolio. When visiting her site, you will see the connection 
between the two. Her philosophy is built into a story that shows her journey in life.   
Listed below is her philosophy.  

“As children, we are constantly learning. To stand on our own, speak for 
ourselves, ride bikes without training wheels and swim without arm floats. It is 
natural to learn by progression. First words then sentences, from a walk to a run. 
We’re conditioned to dip our toes in the water before we jump in. Growing up I 
did all of those things, but as I got older I realized that progression doesn’t 
always work for me. For example, diving into a cold pool. It is natural to stick your 
toes in and let yourself adjust to the water. Instead, I like to dive in head first and 
adjust to the situation. That is how I best learn. If there is something that I don’t 
know how to do – I can best utilize all resources available to diligently accomplish 
the goal. In a cold pool of water I will kick my feet, flail my arms and stay above 
until I adapt. Whatever it is I figure it out.” 

    
Objective:   
The main objective is to create a consistent design to line up with her online portfolio. 
With these two being connected, future employers will see that the individual is constant 
in all her work.  
 
Media:    
Katelynn has channeled herself across many channels by creating an online presence 
through her online portfolio, Twitter, and LinkedIn.  



Promise:  
The promise you will receive from the use of this design is an individual that is  
creative, professional, consist and attentive to detail.   
    
Tone of Voice:     
Fun, playful, entertaining 
 
Budget:    
$50 
 
Mandatories:      

- Must include  
- Name 
- Phone number 
- Titles of strengths 
- Connections to LinkedIn, Twitter, online portfolio, and email address 

Goals:  
Complete: October - December 
 
Project by Project Definitions:       
Business Card: A card that shows off a person’s contact information.   
 
Front:  The front side of the business card meets the requirements laid out by the 
client. Her name is most important when giving out a business card. Another key 
element is that of the four tittles in which she has experience and give her knowledge.   
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Back: The backside of the business card incorporates the same colors as the front side 
to keep both pieces consistent with one another. This is all important information in 
order to be in contact with the individual. People can connect with Katelynn through her 
Twitter account, her LinkedIn account, call her, email her and visit her online portfolio 
site. In all these ways, a person will see the type of person Katelynn is and the work she 
has developed.  
  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  	  

mayhew.katelynn@gmail.com

Connect 
with me!

katelynnmayhew.wordpress.com

Twitter

LinkedIn

734.771.8220


